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On ecological timescales, during which speciation can be neglected, the distribution and 
abundance of species depends on local species interactions like competition which determine 
birth and death rates, and dispersal among local sites. In evolution as well, spatial and temporal 
patterns in standing genetic variation ultimately reflect rates of birth, death, and movement (gene 
flow). The central focus of my research is to understand how larger-scale patterns in ecology and 
evolution emerge from the fundamental dynamical processes of birth, death, and movement. 

A crucial problem in both ecology and evolution is to understand the stable maintenance of 
diversity (the tendency of rare types to increase and common types to decline)1,2. A large body of 
ecological theory emphasizes that asynchronous fluctuations in species’ abundances are both a 
source and symptom of stability3-7. However, a separate body of theory and data shows that 
spatially-separated populations of the same species, and coexisting populations of similar 
species, often exhibit synchronous fluctuations in abundance8-11. My first project will reconcile 
these conflicting ideas: How can diverse communities exhibit both synchrony and stability?   

The first project addresses the proximate ecological mechanisms by which diversity is 
maintained. Understanding the ultimate mechanisms requires consideration of feedbacks 
between ecology and evolution. Ecological interactions of species with one another and with 
their abiotic environment determine key evolutionary parameters like population sizes and 
selection coefficients. The resulting adaptive evolution alters species’ phenotypic traits, 
generating feedbacks that may alter stability and other features of the ecological dynamics12. I 
propose two projects addressing key questions at the interface of ecology and evolution. 
Resource competition often selects for evolutionary diversification, but theory predicts that under 
many circumstances it will do the opposite13,14. My second project asks, Can coevolution of 
competing species drive character convergence? In evolution, spatial genetic variation often 
reflects adaptation to local environmental conditions15. My third project asks, How do species 
interactions affect local adaptation? 

Testing these ideas requires tight integration of theory and experiment. I have extensive 
experience in developing models of ecological dynamics, and in using protist microcosms to test 
models10,11,14,16-20. The high control, replicability, and short generation times characteristic of 
protist microcosms make them an ideal model system for my first project. The second and third 
projects require model systems better-suited to evolutionary questions. Experimental evolution 
of bacteria in the lab will allow me to examine feedbacks between ecological and evolutionary 
dynamics over hundreds of generations, and use modern molecular tools to identify the genetic 
basis of adaptation. Alpine plants allow me to examine effects of species interactions on adaptive 
evolution over shorter timescales in a complex natural setting, in a system in which individuals 
can be marked and their phenotypic traits and fitnesses measured. 

The proposed research builds on the significant accomplishments of my previous Discovery 
Grant. During my first Discovery Grant I relied primarily on technical support and undergraduate 
research assistants while I established my lab. I was very fortunate to recruit Dr. David Vasseur 
as a post-doctoral fellow, and our work has influenced my future research. I have now been 
successful in attracting strong graduate students from other universities in Canada (Brian 
Kopach, Stephen Hausch) and the US (Colin Olito). My lab is well equipped to carry out the 
proposed research program and each project incorporates training for both undergraduate and 
graduate students (total of 3 Ph.D., 2 M.Sc., 13 URA).  
 
PROJECT 1: SYNCHRONY AND STABILITY 

Theory identifies three causes of synchrony: dispersal, synchronous environmental 
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fluctuations (the Moran effect), and species interactions8. Mechanisms that stabilize coexistence 
must be robust to these synchronizing factors. Alternatively, synchrony may actually promote 
stability under some conditions10. Because many of the mechanisms affecting synchrony and 
stability necessarily operate simultaneously, mathematical modeling is required to tease apart 
their effects. Population ecologists have developed a rich body of mathematical theory and 
statistical techniques to tease apart the mechanisms driving single-species population dynamics21-

23. These techniques have yet to be applied to communities of interacting species.   
Project 1.1: Spatial synchrony of predator-prey cycles. This project tests how short-range 

dispersal and the Moran effect mediate spatial synchrony of predator-prey cycles on large spatial 
scales, building on my previous work at small spatial scales11. Two URAs will grow the 
bacterivorous ciliate prey Tetrahymena pyriformis and its predator Euplotes patella in linear 
arrays of bottles. The experiment is a 2×2 factorial design crossing presence/absence of dispersal 
with presence/absence of the Moran effect. Dispersal will occur between neighboring bottles 
(“stepping-stone” dispersal). All bottles will be subject to stochastic temperature fluctuations, 
with Moran effect arrays experiencing fluctuations that become less correlated with increasing 
distance between bottles24. This project provides the first experimental test of whether the pattern 
of decay in synchrony with increasing distance can be used to infer the relative importance of 
dispersal and the Moran effect25.  

Project 1.2: Stability of a predator-prey cycle embedded in a food web. Projects 1.2-1.3 
embed the unstable (cyclic) Euplotes-Tetrahymena interaction in a food web. Addition of 
Chilomonas (a prey of Euplotes and a competitor of Tetrahymena) and Paramecium aurelia (a 
competitor of Tetrahymena, invulnerable to Euplotes) creates a food web with the potential to 
either stabilize or destabilize the Euplotes-Tetrahymena interaction, depending on the strengths 
of the pairwise interactions3. Ph.D. student 1 will grow replicates of all 13 biologically-feasible 
species combinations and follow their dynamics to their asymptotic states. The experiment will 
be repeated at two different temperatures (20° and 30°C) to provide the data needed to 
parameterize a food web model (see 1.3). 

Project 1.3: Modeling food web stability in variable environments. Ph.D. student 1 will 
use the data from project 1.2 to parameterize a model of temperature-dependent food web 
dynamics. The student will fit alternative plausible parametric models, as well as semiparametric 
models that describe incompletely-understood processes with flexible polynomials, thereby 
allowing the data to “speak for themselves”21,22,26. The parameterized model can then be used to 
calculate the strength of different stabilizing and destabilizing mechanisms (e.g., isolating how a 
particular pairwise interaction affects stability).  

Project 1.4: Predicting spatial food web dynamics. Ph.D. student 1 will use the 
parameterized model from 1.3 to predict the dynamics of the full 4-species food web in pairs of 
bottles subjected to temporally-varying temperatures. Presence/absence of dispersal and the 
Moran effect will be varied as in ref. 11. The model will be further validated by repeating the 
experiment at a higher enrichment level and predicting the effects of increased enrichment as in 
ref. 26. As in 1.3, the validated model will then be used to conduct “thought experiments” that 
would be impossible to conduct in practice (e.g., teasing apart the direct stabilizing or 
destabilizing effects of dispersal and environmental fluctuations from indirect effects mediated 
by effects on synchrony). 

 
Progress and anticipated results: In previous work I tested how predator-prey cycles mediate 

the synchronizing effects of dispersal and the Moran effect11, and tested how dispersal affects 
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coexistence of competitors12. The proposed project builds on my previous work by examining 
larger spatial scales and a complex food web, and by parameterizing a quantitative model. No 
previous study of food web dynamics has parameterized and experimentally-validated a model of 
such a complex food web in a temporally-variable and patchy environment20,26-29. The results 
will allow me to make much more detailed and informative inferences about the mechanisms 
driving synchrony and stability than have previously been possible.  
 
PROJECT 2: COMPETITIVE COEVOLUTION 

Resource competition is thought to drive evolutionary divergence in resource use traits 
(character displacement) by generating selection favoring individuals able to use alternative 
resources13. However, this picture assumes nutritionally substitutable resources (e.g., different 
prey species). Many plants, algae, and microbes compete for nutritionally essential resources 
(e.g., C, N, P). When species compete for essential resources, theory predicts that selection 
drives character convergence in resource use traits, because there are no alternatives to essential 
resources14,30. Species competing for essential resources may be diverse despite competition 
rather than because of it, but this important hypothesis has never been tested. I propose to test 
this hypothesis using evolving bacteria competing for C and N. 

Project 2.1: Adaptation to different C:N ratios. Ph.D. student 2 will propagate initially-
isogenic ancestral lines of several bacterial strains (E. coli K12, Pseudomonas fluorescens 
SBW25 lacZ+ and lacZ-, others to be chosen) in serial batch culture in 96-well plates for >1000 
generations. These strains produce distinctive colony morphotypes, allowing use of plate counts, 
and vary in their physiologies, making them likely to vary in their resource requirements. Their 
genomes have been sequenced, facilitating identification of the genetic basis of evolutionary 
change (see 2.3). Each strain will be propagated separate from the others in defined media (M9 
salts+glucose), with the recipe varied to produce several N:C ratios spanning the range from 
severe C-limitation to severe N-limitation. The experiment will use established methods for 
culture propagation, sample preservation, and measurement of fitness31,32. This project tests two 
key theoretical assumptions: that resource requirements are evolutionarily inflexible, and that 
there is an evolutionary trade-off between N and C acquisition14. Evolution of resource 
requirements, identified by evolutionary shifts in the N:C ratio producing colimitation, would be 
a surprising and novel result33.  

Project 2.2: Long-term competitive coevolution. This project tests for character 
convergence. Based on the results of 2.1, Ph.D. student 2 will choose pairs of strains that differ 
in their resource requirements. A derived, low-C adapted line of one strain will be competed 
against a derived, low-N adapted line of the other strain, at all N:C ratios, along with single-
strain controls. Abundance and fitness will be tracked as in 2.1. Competing strains should evolve 
to become more similar in their resource use traits (as demonstrated by their fitness in different 
media) than the single-strain controls14. 

Project 2.3: The genetic basis of resource use evolution. Evolution in 2.1-2.2 is likely to 
be based on changes in the expression (including timing of expression) of genes involved in N 
and C uptake and metabolism34,35. M.Sc. student 1 will identify candidate genes in these two 
pathways and track their expression in vivo using luminescent reporters36,37. This approach 
provides highly-resolved time series of gene expression for several genes in each pathway. 
Comparison of gene expression in ancestral and descendent lines will suggest hypotheses for the 
genetic basis of adaptation to N- and C-limitation, and of trade-offs. Alternative approaches have 
limitations. Microarrays do not provide time series data and would be difficult to apply to 
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mixtures of strains derived from the same ancestor. Whole-genome sequencing to identify 
mutations is a likely future step, but expression data would still be required in order to interpret 
mutational effects. 

Project 2.4: Modeling competitive coevolution. Building on my previous modeling work14, 
M.Sc. student 2 will consider other important cases not considered by previous theory. In 
particular, previous coevolutionary models have not considered competition for nutritionally 
complementary resources (resources that differ in their ratios of essential nutrients, such as 
protein-rich and carbohydrate-rich plants). Nutritionally-complementary resources represent an 
intermediate case between substitutable and essential resources, and so may select for either 
character convergence or displacement. 

Progress and anticipated results: My previous theoretical work generated the predictions 
which the proposed experiments will test14. Pilot experiments for 2.1 are underway. In 2010-11 I 
have arranged to take a yearlong sabbatical in the laboratory of Rees Kassen (U Ottawa), who 
has extensive experience with experimental bacterial evolution. This extended interaction will 
significantly accelerate the proposed work. Technical advice and shared equipment for the 
conduct of the in vivo bacterial gene expression assays will be provided by Michael Surette 
(Faculty of Medicine, University of Calgary), who developed the technique. Demonstrating that 
competition can select for convergence rather than divergence in resource use traits would 
require a major revision of the current theory of adaptive radiation13. 
 
PROJECT 3: EFFECT OF SPECIES INTERACTIONS ON LOCAL ADAPTATION  

Alpine plants are a classic model systems for studies of local adaptation because mountain 
slopes are characterized by steep environmental gradients38,39. Many alpine species have 
independently evolved traits (e.g., short stature) which are thought to represent adaptations to 
harsh, high-altitude environments. However, classic studies of alpine plant adaptation ignore 
plant-plant interactions38. Ecologists recently have shown that neighboring alpine plants 
generally facilitate one another, strongly increasing growth, survival, and fecundity40. 
Facilitation likely reflects amelioration of abiotic stress (e.g., neighbors shelter one another from 
wind buffeting). Facilitation might affect relative as well as absolute fitness, thereby altering 
selection. Neighbors should weaken selection favoring harshness tolerance, and might even 
reverse selection if tolerance traits are costly in the presence of neighbors. 

The focal species for this project is varileaf cinquefoil, Potentilla diversifolia Lehm. 
(Rosaceae). P. diversifolia is a common North American alpine perennial herb which reproduces 
only via seed. Annual fecundity can be >100 seeds. The study sites are two mountains in the 
front range of the Canadian Rockies (50° 35’ N, 114° 59’ W). On each mountain P. diversifolia 
occurs in a continuous population from 2200-2500 m in altitude, as part of a dense, treeless 
meadow plant community. P. diversifolia and its congeners have been used in previous studies of 
facilitation and local adaptation38,41,42, but the effect of neighboring plants on selection has not 
been tested. This project will be conducted by Ph.D. student 3 (Brian Kopach). URAs will 
maintain projects 3.1-3.3 after Brian graduates. 

Project 3.1: Permanent plots to measure plant traits and demography. To provide 
information on natural variation in P. diversifolia abundance, traits, and demography, six 
permanent 1 m2 quadrats will be established at each site at each of three focal altitudes (2200 m, 
2350 m, 2500 m). Within quadrats, individual plants will be marked and their survival, 
fecundity, and key phenotypic traits (e.g., height, # leaves, trichome density) will be measured 
annually. These traits are thought to mediate tolerance of harsh abiotic conditions, and are likely 
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to exhibit additive genetic variation43-47. 
Project 3.2: Neighbor removal experiment to measure facilitation and selection. At each 

site pairs of P. diversifolia plants will be chosen at each focal altitude (50 pairs/altitude). One 
plant in each pair will be randomly chosen to have neighbors removed by clipping as in ref. 40. 
Plants will be monitored periodically to record traits, mortality, flowering, and growth. Seed 
production will be determined annually, and fitness will be calculated using a structured 
population model so as to appropriately combine fitness components across years48. Multivariate 
phenotypic selection gradients on plants in each altitude×neighbor combination will be 
estimated49. ANOVA will test for effects of neighbors, altitude, and their interaction on absolute 
fitness. I expect that strong facilitation will be associated with stronger effects of neighbors on 
selection gradients. Trait values may vary among treatments due to phenotypic plasticity38, but 
this does not affect the validity of the selection gradients.  

Project 3.3: Reciprocal transplant experiment to test for local adaptation. Seeds will be 
collected from maternal plants at each of two altitudes (2200 m and 2500 m). The seeds will be 
germinated in the greenhouse and reciprocally transplanted into common gardens at each altitude 
in the spring. Half the seeds from each family in each garden will be planted into the extant 
vegetation, the other half with neighbors removed. The experiment will be repeated at both sites. 
Data collection and analysis will follow the methods of 3.2. I expect that local adaptation will be 
weaker in the absence of neighbors because plants are expected to be locally adapted to the net 
selection pressures imposed by the biotic and abiotic environment.  

Project 3.4: Greenhouse estimation of additive genetic variation. Field collected seeds 
(maternal half-sibs) from 2200 m and 2500 m at both sites will be grown in the greenhouse (F1 
generation). These F1 plants will be crossed using a paternal half-sib design to produce an F2 
generation50. F2 plants will be grown in the greenhouse and their phenotypic traits measured to 
estimate additive genetic variation. The greenhouse setting is necessary in order to perform 
controlled crosses and produce an F2 generation unaffected by maternal effects. 

Project 3.5: Seed germination trial. A field seed germination trial will be conducted to 
estimate seed germination rate and test the effects of neighbors on seed germination. Seeds from 
maternal plants will be collected in the fall. Seeds will be individually marked as in ref. 51, and 
then transplanted to a common garden at their home altitude in either the presence or absence of 
neighbors. Germination will be recorded the following spring.  

Progress: Projects 3.1-3.3 are underway, and project 3.4 will begin this winter. In April 2009 
Brian Kopach gave an invited seminar on the preliminary results of projects 3.1-3.2 at the British 
Ecological Society Annual Symposium. This is a major international symposium at which most 
of the speakers were leading ecologists.  

Anticipated results: The results of this project have the potential to overturn the standard 
textbook understanding of the selection pressures that have shaped alpine plant evolution. 
Ecologists have shown that the harshness of alpine environments does not imply weak species 
interactions, but the evolutionary consequences of these interactions are unknown52. This will be 
one of the first studies of local adaptation in any system to tease apart adaptation to the biotic and 
abiotic environment15. The results will have implications for our understanding of the ecological 
and evolutionary determinants of species’ range limits. Species can evolve the ability to survive 
and reproduce in previously-inhospitable environments53. The fact that species generally exhibit 
restricted ranges along environmental gradients is therefore mysterious53. Many resolutions of 
this mystery appeal to interspecific competition at range margins54. But if species interactions at 
range margins are facilitative, the consequences for species’ range limits could be surprising.  


